For each point of the integer lattice Zd, let X and Y be independent identically distributed random variables with P(X = Y) = p E (0, 1). Let S(n) be the volume of the largest d-dimensional cube in ( I , ..., n t d with the property that X = Y at every point of the cube; R ( n ) is similarly defined to be the maximum volume of perfectly matching rectangles. It is proved that, if all possible shifts of the X lattice relative to the Y lattice are allowed, P(limm-,m S(n)/log n = limn+m R(n)/log n = 2 4 = 1, where log is to base (l/p). The corresponding limit without shifts is d. Algorithms to find largest squares and rectangles, with and without shifts, are also given. @ 198s Academic P n s . Inc.
INTRODUCTION
The length of the longest head run in a sequence of coin tosses is a random variable of much interest in probability theory. In addition to the obvious appeal of problems like runs of red in roulette, this random variable has been repeatedly suggested by other important, if somewhat less colorful, applications. Mosteller [ 91 recommends a test for randomness which is based On the length of the longest head run and is included in Gibbons [5] . NaUS [lo, 111, in his studies of the birthday problem, mentions and gives approximations for several related problems. His papers have a number of interesting references with topics ranging from vision (Glatz [6] ) to uranium Prospecting (Conover et al. [ 21) . In a recent paper, Schwager [ 13 1 mentions applications to DNA sequencing, psychology, sociology, ecology, and radar astronomy.
A new approach was made to this problem by Erdos and Renyi [3] . Let
DARLING AND WATERMAN
R(n) be the length of the longest head run in n independent tosses of a coin with P (Heads) = p E (0, 1). Among other results they show that P( n lim -+m R(n)/log,,,,(n) = 1) = 1.
( M(n) = max {m: Xi+k = Yj+k for k = 1,2, ..., m ; m < n -i; rn < n -j } .
O<i.JCn
Then the result corresponding to (1.1 ) is
Two random sequences of length n, not allowing shifts, have a longest match length which behaves like R (n) above. Allowing shifts involves the random variables M ( n ) and effectively doubles the length of the longest match. There are also results for two dimensions. At ( i , j ) , where i and j are positive integers, let P(X, = 1) = p E (0, 1) and P(Xij = 0) = 1 -p. Revesz proved that the area S ( n ) of the largest square of all 1's satisfies
Allowing rectangles greatly increases the number of elements to be maximized, but Nemetz and Kusolitsch [ 121 show that R(n), the maximum area of the rectangles of all l's, also satisfies
In this paper, we give algorithms to find the largest square and rectangle of 1's in an n x n lattice, each in time U(n'). In addition, we find O(n4)
algorithms for the largest matching square and rectangle between two lattices. These algorithms are of interest in their own right since they provide practical means of computer calculation of the random variables S ( n ) and R(n). The algorithms are generalized to the case of finding squares and rectangles of "mostly" 1's. The last part of the paper generalizes the results of Erdos, Renyi, Revesz, Nemetz, and Kusolitsch to d-dimensions, and allows shifts. The counterpart of (1.2) is that
where S ( n ) and R ( n ) denote ddimensional volume. If shifts are not allowed, the Nemetz and Kusolitsch result generalizes to show that the above limit becomes d, so that shifting, just as for d = 1, simply doubles the limiting volume.
ALGORITHMS
For xi, E (0, 1 }, 1 Q i, j < n, algorithms are presented to find maximum area squares and rectangles composed entirely or mostly of 1's. The case of squares is simpler than that of rectangles and will be treated first. We will consider the position (i, j ) = (1, 1) to be the upper, left-hand corner of the n X n array. at (i,j) ). The Y is a truncated geometric random variable with expectation bounded by a constant; therefore expected running time is seen to be O(n'). which is the "width" of the largest rectangle of 1's with lower right corner at (i, j ) and "depth" k. Reasoning as above yields
Largest
The largest area of all rectangles with lower right comer at ( i , j ) is given by I, = max (krijk} k and the largest area rectangle is A R = max I,.
< i J < n
The running time calculation for the indicated algorithm appears to be In other words, Q(a, n, i, k ) is the maximum height of a matching rectangle of base a, starting at x coordinate i among the X array and x coordinate k among the Y array. Fix a constant 0 < E < 1, and define Step 11. We now prove that P(lim inf, (L(n)/log n ) 2 4) = 1. This time, define E q(n, b ) [ (4 log n -6 log log n)'l2 1.
M(n)=max(A =ab:X,+rJ+S= Y k t r , l t s , r = O t o a -l , s = O t o b -1,
Consider matches between squares of side q, whose top left corners have coordinates which are multiples of q: more precisely, let 
